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Release Notes MobiMed Smart v4.2.21 

Software Article Number 490211030 (Software Build No Release-4.2.21.0_17.04.21.3) 

 

Customer specific changes  

 SWASFT CCN SW071 - ePCR Config Changes (Air Amb, Handover) (7263) 

o Implement ePR changes (7873) 

o Add ECG for all "Search archive" reports (7875) 

 SCASFT Add scroll bar to ECG tab to enable scrolling after resizing for on screen keyboard (7916) 

General improvements  

 Make it possible to install MSI packets based on computer model (7292) 

 Implement navigation from Vital Signs Bar to corresponding VP page (clicking SpO2 in VSB shall open the SpO2 

page if monitoring is active) (7888) 

 Philips FR3 - Add button for syncing time to device (7904) 

 AdminTool RemoteUpdate not listing licenses/units if duplicate license number has been entered (7931) 

 Internal/Miscellaneous 

o Refactor Plugins to write time values with respect to the group time restrictions (7299) 

o Detect if connected care episode cannot be set twice (7375) 

o Move customer ePR configurations to a separate component that can be distributed independently (7887) 

o Improve error handling for ePR searches to easier detect heavy questions. (7912) 

o Change blood pressure measurement to show values for a Test Patient as soon as measurement is done 

(7927) 

Fixes 

 Incident and incident record tabs disappear when transferring leadership of an incident with multiple patients (7222) 

 Improve program stability when network connection is changed (7380) 

 Fix crash when opening another patient while having a signed patient open in monitor view (7386) 

 HWS crash when using an invalid ECG export setting (7389) 

 Prevent possibility to lookup history without PDS search (if PDS performed on a previous NHS number) (7392) 

 Philips FR3 - Time in preview should be report creation time, not report import time (7878) 

 MDT DispatchPlugin should set age/DoB in correct way (7886) 

 CWS will only show a few events if session contains more than 1000 events with a -1 as end time (7903) 

 Remove small gaps in real-time waveform drawing occurring on some screen resolutions (7907) 

 Correct question order when reopening pathways, now displayed backwards (7915) 

 Radio number dialog should not overwrite active ePR's region when not using settings tree hierarchies (7920) 

 AdminTool, detailed view for unit info could show leftovers from old unit if no network connection (7921) 
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 CoroNetExport - ECG export shall use updated patient number and ID (7923) 

 Ambulance Ledger: ETA timestamp should be presented in local time (7932) 

 MU Icon - When connecting MU from the icon in MMM, the icons state is not updated (7937) 

 Make sure MU connection dialog is frequently updated (7381) 

 

*Numbers in brackets are ID-numbers from Ortivus internal source control, work item tracking, reporting and project management tool. 

 

Required ePR versions 

The functionality in this release requires the below ePR versions. 

 SCASFT : SCASFT_Release-4.2.21.0_17.04.21.3 

 SWASFT: SWASFT_Release-4.2.21.0_17.04.21.3 

 

Compatible hardware for ambulance units 

The product is released for the following hardware platforms: 

 Getac RX10H 

 Panasonic H2 

All versions of Measuring Units M531 and 300C are supported.  
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Release Information  

This is a commercial release on the following markets: 

 United Kingdom 

 Sweden 

This release replaces all previous 4.2 releases.  

Upgrade to 4.2.21 can be done from all previous 4.2 releases. 


